SUI - 2016-02-05 Show Pages and HDC Feedback

Agenda

- Show Pages
  - work
  - collection
- HDC Feedback
  - wireframes. Da bomb or bust?
  - addressing concerns
  - github issues

Attendance

- Lynette Rayle (Cornell University)
- Anna Headley (Chemical Heritage Foundation)
- Michael Tribone (Penn State)
- David Trujillo (UCSD)
- Simone Sacchi (Columbia University)
- Sonya Betz (University of Alberta)
- Linda Newman (University of Cincinnati)

Notes

- questions surrounding the ability to edit in context of the show page
  - agreement on not editing directly within the context of a show page
  - questions around hyperlinks within content that take a user directly to a particular editing workflow; for example edit description takes the user right to the description in the edit view
  - some people feel that just an "edit" link or button is enough to keep the user interface cleaner. keep editing in edit
    - perhaps have actions in one location
  - reorganizing the user interface elements for sorting, display, and search
    - perhaps search only appears when there is X number of records being displayed
    - instead of the default sorting which comes from Blacklight and Sufia use column sorting instead
    - what does the search search for? title? contents?
    - design for typical use cases
    - make it configurable
    - views are overridable
- change or choose thumbnail image from contents of work
- HDC feedback on wireframes
  - well received
  - more focus was on implementation and functionality
  - focus on creation of works and toolbar
  - conversations around mobile views, functionality, taps and reorder
  - admin menu
- Github issues for wireframes
  - be able to break out individual, functional pieces in to issues
    - self contained for developers to work on
    - part of major issue
    - see slack channel for conversation
    - Lynette is going to give it a shot. Give her feedback
- Some items remain to be addressed
  - navigational issues
  - nested works and nested collections
  - files and subworks
- Questions around configuration and general approach to workflow and show or item pages
  - metadata for librarians versus simpler language and workflow for others
  - Simone shared show page wireframe in slack channel
  - will metadata fields be more dynamic in terms of appearance and functionality based on resource type
  - would be great to have configurable workflows
  - switch label from "files" to "items" for work show page
- Things to work on
  - David to work on documentation
  - relationships tab post Sufia 7.0 and smaller screens
  - Lynette to work on Github issues
  - display of files and works and collections and nested items in show page